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Dear Philip Lewis 
 
New Castle Point Local Plan, New National Planning Policy Framework 
 
I object to the “soundness” of the Castle Point proposed local plan for the following reasons: - 
 
That the consultation was not fair as all the households received the letter in plain white 
envelopes, without the council logo on, unlike other council letters which have the council logo. 
This made the consultation letter look like junk mail as it was addressed to “The Occupier” and 
most households binned the letter. The consultation and including updates have been 
conducted online, therefore it has discriminated against those who do not have the internet. 
For example, they may not have the internet due to age, been a venerable adult, disability or 
due lack of finance.  This people may be affected by the proposed developments, yet may be 
unaware of they chance to voice they opinion.  The way the consultation has been conducted is 
not in line with a number of Acts of Parliament, relating to Age Discrimination, Disability.  
 
In line with the new National Planning Policy Framework (NPPF) I object to the local plan as it 
does not fulfil the new guidance.  
 
The local plan does not meet the well, beautiful, safe design Paragraph 8b, 128, 133 and none 
have Outstanding or innovative designs which promote high levels of sustainability, or help 
raise the standard of design. The council has a track record of poor design and small gardens, 
built very close together. The council has not considered the local area and design. We see the 
same designs reapplied to different applications with no innovations, and eco and sustainable 
features. 
 
Paragraph 131 the “new street are tree-lined”, the council does not have wide enough roads 
and pavements to ensure that streets can be lined with trees and vehicles are parked off the 
road, not on pavements, to ensure safe use by pedestrians and the creation of cycle paths. The 
council has allowed the removal of trees from many developments even before an application 
has been made for development. For protected oak trees to weeping willows that drink up 
water, when the points are raised with the planning department they do nothing to protect the 
local environment.  
 






